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ALGEBRAIC CHARACTERIZATION OF THE DIMENSION 
OF DIFFERENTIAL SPACES 
Piotr Multarzyiiskif Wiesiaw Sasin 
This work is a continuation of our previous investigations 
of the dimension problem for the tangent space to a differen-
tial space at a point [1]. Here we present a full characteri-
zation of the tangent space dimension basing on algebraic pro-
perties of the linear ring of all smooth functions on a diffe-
rential space in the sense of Sikorski [7]f[8]. 
1. PRELIMINARIES. Let M be any set and let C be any non-
empty set of real functions on M. By T Q we shall denote the 
weakest topology on M in which all functions from C are con-
tinuous. For any subset AcM, let C. be the set of all real 
functions p on A such that, for any p£Af there exist an open 
neighbourhood U € T c of p and a function UeC such that 
jilAnU - oilAnU. By scC we shall denote the family of all 
real functions on M of the form o *(oL. f. # .9ol ) f where co £ £ f 
oLv-..,oln£ Cf n€(Nf and £ n - C°^R
n) . 
A family C of real functions' on M is called the differen-
tial structure (shortly a d-structure) on M if C • C„ • scC [8], 
The pair (Mfc) is said to be a differential space (shortly a 
d-space); the family C is then a linear ring [8] and its ele-
ments are called smooth functions on M. For an arbitrary set C 
of real functions on Mf the set (scC ) M is the smallest differ-
ential structure on M containing C . A differential structure 
C is said to be generated by C if C - ( S C O M * 
icnis" paper is in final form and no version of it will be 
submitted for publication elsewhere. 
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By a tangent vector to a d-space (Mfc) at a point p £M we 
shall mean any linear mapping v: C — > 1R which satisfies the 
condition 
v(oc-p) - v(oO-j!>CP> + otcpvvrp') 
for ot.»B£C. By T M we shall denote the linear space of all 
tangent vectors to (MfC) at p€Mf called the tangent space to 
(M,c) at p 6 M. The C-module of all derivations of the linear 
ring C will be denoted by X ( M ) . In the pointwise interpreta-
tion X (M"> is the C-module of all smooth vector fields tangent 
to (MfC) [7]f[8J. A sequence W^.... f W €36 (M") is said to be a 
vector basis of the C-module 3E(M) if for every point p£M the 
sequence W. (p)f...,Wn(p) is a basis of T M. We say that the 
differential space (Mfc) is of constant differential dimension 
n if every point p€M has a neighbourhood U^Tp such that there 
is a vector basis of X ( U ) composed of n vector fields. 
2. MAIN RESULTS. Let (M,c) be a differential space. For any 
pGM we shall denote by at the set of all smooth functions f £ C 
for which there exists an open neighbourhood U£T C of p and 
functions f4f...ff GC, co e £ f for some n€ INf such that 1 * n * n F 
f IU - co *(tv ...ffn)IU 
and co ̂ (f^p), ...ffn(p^ - 0 for j - 1f...fn. 
It can easily be seen that 01 is a linear subspace of C. 
Let C/ot be the quotient linear space and [f^ the 
equivalence class of f £C. 
LEMMA I.LetfM.C) be a d-space, peM an arbitrary point. Then 
1° te'^i *J\ -p&n(^(^ ^„(p*i]p 
for any ol.1 ° l n
£ C » ^ e ^ n ' n £ j N * 
2° [°- * £ ] p - o ( . f p V [ j i ] p + [o! . ]p-J^(p) for anyol-^ec. 
3° I f f , g £ C and f|U - g|U for a neighbourhood U€TC of p, 
then [ f ] p « [ g ] p . 
4° If k CC i s a constant function then [ k ] ^ - 0. 
Proof. 1° I t i s enough to show that 
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e ^ 1 f . . . . c 6 n ) - p i f o i ^ p ) c - V p ) ) - ^ V 
Let co € F be a function given by the formula 
n / 
coCxv . . . f x n ) - 0 (x 1 f . . . f x n ) - J2 & l i('oC1rp),...,ocnCp)).x i 
for (x^ f . . . ,x ) € IR
n. We see that 




O ^ (ot- jCp) ,•••» oc n (p ) ) - 0 f o r i - 1 f . . . f n . 
Hence n , 
- ( o Ц , . . . f o( n ) - X . ( l('ol.1(P > , . . . , oínCPV ' c ^ € 0ľp. 
2° f o l l o w s from 1° i f we take 0 6 c52> g i v e n by Q(x^9x£ « x-j-Xp 
f o r C x 1 f x 2 ) € R . 3° and 4° a r e o b v i o u s . 
Let v £ T M be any v e c t o r t a n g e n t t o CMfC*) a t p £ M# Note 
t h a t v|0L - 0 . Hence v i n d u c e s a l i n e a r f u n c t i o n a l 1 e(c/ci } 
d e f i n e d by 
(O V ^ V 2" v ( f ) f o ^ a n y f € C . 
PROPOSITION 1. The mapping I : T M }(c/ a )* defined by 
Jtr £r 
(2) I (v ) :» l y for any v € T M 
is an isomorphism of linear spaces. 
Proof. The linearity of the mapping I is clear. Obviously 
if 1 • 0 for some v£ T Mf then v • 0. Hence I is a monomor-
v p F 
phism. Now we shall show that I is an epimorphism. For any 
U (0/ oi ) , let v,: C — ^ JR be the mapping defined by 
(3) v1(f) :- l([f]p) for f€ C. 
It follows from condition 2° of Lemma 1 that v, is a tangent 
vector to (Mfc) at p such that I(v-/) - 1. 
COROLLARY 1. Let (MfC) be a d-space and p £ M. Then for any 
n€lNf dim T M - n if and only if dim C/ a - n. In particular 
dim T M - 0 iff C - 01 . 
P P 
COROLLARY 2. Let (MfC) be a d-space and p€ M. If f 6C satisfies 
v ( f ) . 0 for each v £ T Mf then f £ 01 . 
P P 
Proof. If v(t) - 0 for any v £ T Mf then for an arbitrary 
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linear functional 1 € (C/ a ) , l([f] ) - v-^f) - 0. Hence we 
get [f] » 0 or equivalently f e 01 . 
DEFINITION 1. A set ? C C is said to be a local basis (l-basis 
for short) of the differential structure C on M at p € M if any 
function f € C can be uniquely expressed in the form 
f » ^ 1*f 1 + ...+ }
n-fn + g, 
where f1f...,fn€ *? f. ̂
1,..., ̂ n € R\io]f g € 01 . 
PROPOSITION 2. Let (MfC) be a d-space with the differential 
structure C generated by a set C . Then, for any p 8 Mf there 
exists an l-basis ? of C at p such that ? C C , 
Proof. Consider the quotient space C/a . It can easily be 
seen that the set |[f1 : f£C \ generates the linear space 
0/ 01 . Let B :- $[*s]p5 f s £
 c
0t s^s], where S is a set of 
indices, be a basis of C/ eft . Then the set 9~ :» \t : s€S? 
F p <- s J 
is clearly an l-basis of the differential structure C at p. 
LEMMA 2. Let (M,c) be a d-space with C generated by C . Then, 
for any p€ Mf in the definition of 01 we can take f. to belong 
to C (see the beginning of this section). 
The proof of this lemma is obvious. 
LEMMA 5. The set ot is a differential structure on M such 
TT _ P 
t ha t T ^ m T c . 
Proof. Let t^,...9tn€ 01 . We sha l l show tha t 
te • (t 1 , . . . , f ) £ 01 . Indeed, from condit ion 1° of Lemma 1 
it follows that 
[o)^f 1 f . . . , f n ) ] p - x: co j
/
l cf 1 ^. . . f f n f P ) ) . [ f i ] p «o, 
or equiva len t ly co * (f 1 f . . . , f } € Ci • 
In order to show t h a t Ta * T observe t ha t 
A : - J ( f - f(p^>)3: f £ c ] c o t C C . 
I t i s t r i v i a l t h a t TA « T Q . Since A C O i C C implies 
T A C T a ? c T c , we see t h a t T ^ « T Q # 
LEMMA 4. Let (M,c) be a d-dpace and l e t *? be an l - b a s i s of the 
d - s t ruc tu re C a t p£M. For any function u : *? »R there 
e x i s t s exac t ly one tangent vec tor u: C > R a t p such t h a t 
u i y - u . 
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Proof. Let u: C * R be a mapping given by the formula 
n . 
(5) utTf) - 72 * • V f P for f€°t 
where f^f...ff 6?" f ?.,..•, *>. € IR are elements such that 
n . 
f - 72^ ' fi + S» where g € m . It can easily be noticed that 
u is a linear mapping and u I oT - Of hence u € T Mf and ul^F - u • 
p P o 
The uniqueness of u is clear. 
LEMMA 5.All 1-bases of a differential structure C at p£M 
are of the same cardinality. If C generates C then, for any 
1-basis ? of C a t p e M , Card T ^ Card CQ. 
Proof. Let ? , and 912 be two 1-basis of C at p. Then the 
sets [ y ^ p . - { L - V f € * 1 ? and f^zlp S- K f Jp : f 6 T 2 ? 
are bases of the linear space C/ oif and Card 7, - Card[7/] 
for i - 1,2. Obviously, Card [9^] - Card [^J . Hence 
Card 3\j - CardSF,,. The second assertion follows from the first 
and Proposition 2. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let (Mfc) be a d-space and let ? C c be an 
1-basis of C at p £ M. Then the mapping 4>: T M —*> IR defined 
(6) 4> Cu> :- ul^ f o r u € T M 
is an isomorphism of linear spaces. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 4. 
COROLLARY 5» Let (M,c) be a d-space and let 31 be an 1-basis 
of C at p G M. Then 
(â> Card 7 < oo = £ Card SF - dim T M 
(X>) Card 7 - oo = £ 2Card3^ _ dim T M^ 
P 
PROPOSITION 4. A d-space (Mfc) is of constant differential 
dimension n if and only if, for any p€ Mf there exist a neigh-
bourhood U € T C of p and a subset ^f.-f... ,f ] C C which forms 
an 1-basis of C at any point of U. 
Proof. w=> w Assume that (MfC) is of constant dimension n. 
Then for any point p there exist an open neighbourhood V € ^ c 
of p and a vector basis ^W1 f... ,Wn] C l (V) of the C-module 
^ (V) [7], [8]. It can easily be seen [8] that there exist an 
open subset UCV containing p and functions f1f...ff 6 C such 
that 
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(7) W ±cq^fj) - &ia for q £ U, i,j - 1,...,n. 
We shall show that the set 6fi»**
#,fnl is a n l~basis a* a ny 
q € U. Since {w1(q^f...fW (q)] is
 a basis of the linear space 
T M, i n w ^ q ) ,. ..,Wn(q)]) is a basis of the linear space 
(C/01 )* , where I is the isomorphism given by (2). From (1 } 
and C7) we obtain l(W1(q')) - [ f j * for q€U, i « 1f...,n. 
Hence $ [f *~] ,... f[fn]Q£ is a basis of the linear space C/ Oi 
for qCU. Let f€C. Then, for q 6 U, the element [f] has a 
v' A 3-
unique decomposition [f] - ^ • [f^p +••• + ^ • [ O q t where 
^1,..., ̂ n € R\^0^ or equivalently f - ^1-f1 +...+ >
n ' f + g, 
where g 6 (X . Thus the set f̂-jt • • • #fn^ is an 1-basis of the 
d-structure C at any point of U. 
"<£=" Let p €M and let U £ T c be a neighbourhood of p such 
that the set jf 1,... ,fn] C C is an 1-basis of C at all q£U. 
Let W., for i » 1,...,n, be a vector field on U satisfying the 
condition W^q^ff.) • 5 ^ for q £ U, j - 1,...,n. The unique-
ness of the fields W.,...,W_ follows from Lemma 4. We shall 
I F n 
show that the vector fields W1f...,W are smooth. Each function 
f €C has a unique decomposition in the form 
f - * 1-f. +...+ ^ n-f + g, 
where 9. ,..., *\ £ $L^\0] and g £ 0* . One can easily see that 
\ i P 
W.(f|U) - Py , for i « 1,...,n. This demonstrates the smooth-
ness of the vector fields W,.f...fW. It can easily be seen that 
^^(q),... »Wnfq)] Is
 a basis of the linear space T M, for q€U. 
Thus the d-space (M,C) is of constant differential dimension n. 
EXAMPLE. Let C be the d-structure on R generated by the set 
of real functions C :- jf : nellL where f (x) :- x
1/^2n-1) 
o l n JF n 
Then OlQ - C and dim T̂ jR « 1 for XG -R^O], dim T M « 0 for x-0. 
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